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Marine Rifle Squad Macmillan
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new
foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the
greatest books ever written for young adults and an
unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This
edition includes a new Suggestions for Further
Reading by Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the
next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted
island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At first,
with no adult supervision, their freedom is
something to celebrate. This far from civilization
they can do anything they want. Anything. But as

order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night,
as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure
seems as far removed from reality as the hope of
being rescued.
A Marine Company Commander in
Iraq Random House Trade
Paperbacks
Since our 31st Commandant,
General Charles C. Krulak,
first published Marine Corps
Reference Publication 6-11D,
Sustaining the
Transformation, in 1999, the
Marine Corps has continued
our proud tradition of making
Marines, winning battles, and
returning quality citizens to
society. Like all previous
generations, Marines today

are equally as committed to
our time-honored values of
honor, courage, and
commitment. Marines of the
21st century are among the
finest we have ever forged;
it is every Marine's duty to
sustain that rich legacy.
America trusts its Corps of
Marines-we must always strive
to preserve that trust. The
Marine transformation is
forever ingrained in our DNA,
from recruit training to
Officer Candidates School and
throughout the rest of our
lives. The transformation to
becoming a Marine is often
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the defining moment in a
person's life.
Call Sign Chaos Penguin
Marine Corps Warfighting Publication
MCWP 6-10 (Formerly MCWP 6-11)
Leading Marines 2 May 2016 The act of
leading Marines is a sacred responsibility
and a rewarding experience. This
publication describes a leadership
philosophy that speaks to who we are as
Marines. It is about the relationship
between the leader and the led. It is also
about the bond between all Marines that
is formed in the common forge of selfless
service and shared hardships. It's in this
forge where Marines are hardened like
steel, and the undefinable spirit that
forms the character of our Corps is born.
It draws from shared experiences,
hardships, and challenges in training and
combat. Leading Marines is not meant to
be read passively; as you read this
publication, think about the material. You
should reflect on, discuss, and apply the
concepts presented in this publication.
Furthermore, it is the responsibility of
leaders at all levels to mentor and
develop the next generation of Marine
leaders.

User's Guide to Marine Corps Leadership
St. Martin's Press
An updated edition of the blockbuster

bestselling leadership book that took
America and the world by storm, two U.S.
Navy SEAL officers who led the most
highly decorated special operations unit of
the Iraq War demonstrate how to apply
powerful leadership principles from the
battlefield to business and life. Sent to the
most violent battlefield in Iraq, Jocko
Willink and Leif Babin’s SEAL task unit
faced a seemingly impossible mission: help
U.S. forces secure Ramadi, a city deemed
“all but lost.” In gripping firsthand accounts
of heroism, tragic loss, and hard-won
victories in SEAL Team Three’s Task Unit
Bruiser, they learned that leadership—at
every level—is the most important factor in
whether a team succeeds or fails. Willink
and Babin returned home from deployment
and instituted SEAL leadership training that
helped forge the next generation of SEAL
leaders. After departing the SEAL Teams,
they launched Echelon Front, a company
that teaches these same leadership
principles to businesses and organizations.
From promising startups to Fortune 500
companies, Babin and Willink have helped
scores of clients across a broad range of
industries build their own high-performance
teams and dominate their battlefields. Now,
detailing the mind-set and principles that

enable SEAL units to accomplish the most
difficult missions in combat, Extreme
Ownership shows how to apply them to
any team, family or organization. Each
chapter focuses on a specific topic such as
Cover and Move, Decentralized Command,
and Leading Up the Chain, explaining what
they are, why they are important, and how
to implement them in any leadership
environment. A compelling narrative with
powerful instruction and direct application,
Extreme Ownership revolutionizes
business management and challenges
leaders everywhere to fulfill their ultimate
purpose: lead and win.
The Bravest Deeds of Men Naval Inst Press
Learn how to be a leader in your own life
and career with expert advice from one of
the Navy's elite TOPGUN instructors.
During a twenty-year career in uniform,
Guy Snodgrass became one of the most
skilled fighter pilots in the U.S. Navy,
commanding combat jets over some of the
most dangerous war zones in the world --
and he did it all using the lessons he learned
at the Navy's Fighter Weapons School
(TOPGUN). The real-life inspiration for
the blockbuster films Top Gun and Top
Gun: Maverick, the U.S. Navy Fighter
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Weapons School trains the top one percent
of our nation's fighter pilots. Over the
course of twelve weeks, these pilots are
drilled on aerial tactics, combat, and skills
required to win in any organization.
Ordinary people are transformed into world-
class leaders. Pilots, like Commander
Snodgrass, who remain on staff as
TOPGUN instructors, are held to even
higher and more demanding standards. In
TOPGUN's Top 10, Commander
Snodgrass distills some of the most
important lessons he's learned and taught
over the course of his career into a taut,
engaging book for readers of all ages and
experience levels. It's the perfect gift for
anyone looking to change careers, excel in
the workplace, or find their way in the
world after college graduation. Smart,
practical, and direct, Snodgrass's account of
real TOPGUN experience will inspire a
new generation of leaders.
Extreme Ownership St. Martin's Press
When the U.S. military invaded Iraq, it lacked a
common understanding of the problems inherent
in counterinsurgency campaigns. It had neither
studied them, nor developed doctrine and tactics to
deal with them. It is fair to say that in 2003, most
Army officers knew more about the U.S. Civil War

than they did about counterinsurgency. The U.S.
Army / Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field
Manual was written to fill that void. The result of
unprecedented collaboration among top U.S.
military experts, scholars, and practitioners in the
field, the manual espouses an approach to combat
that emphasizes constant adaptation and learning,
the importance of decentralized decision-making,
the need to understand local politics and customs,
and the key role of intelligence in winning the
support of the population. The manual also
emphasizes the paradoxical and often
counterintuitive nature of counterinsurgency
operations: sometimes the more you protect your
forces, the less secure you are; sometimes the more
force you use, the less effective it is; sometimes
doing nothing is the best reaction. An new
introduction by Sarah Sewall, director of the Carr
Center for Human Rights Policy at Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government, places the
manual in critical and historical perspective,
explaining the significance and potential impact of
this revolutionary challenge to conventional U.S.
military doctrine. An attempt by our military to
redefine itself in the aftermath of 9/11 and the new
world of international terrorism, The U.S. Army /
Marine Corps Counterinsurgency Field Manual
will play a vital role in American military
campaigns for years to come. The University of
Chicago Press will donate a portion of the proceeds
from this book to the Fisher House Foundation, a
private-public partnership that supports the families
of America’s injured servicemen. To learn more

about the Fisher House Foundation, visit
www.fisherhouse.org.
Lord of the Flies Potomac Books, Inc.
The Highway War is the compelling Iraq
War memoir of then-Capt. Seth Folsom,
commanding officer of Delta Company,
First Light Armored Reconnaissance
Battalion, U.S. Marine Corps. Mounted in
eight-wheeled LAVs (light armored
vehicles), this unit of 130 Marines and
sailors was one of the first into Iraq in
March 2003. It fought on the front lines for
the war's entire offensive phase, from the
Kuwaiti border through Baghdad to Tikrit.
Folsom's thoughtful account focuses on his
maturation as a combat leader--and as a
human being enduring the austere
conditions of combat and coming to terms
with loss of life on both sides. Moreover,
The Highway War is the story of a junior
officer's relationships with his company's
young Marines, for whose lives he was
responsible, and with his superior officers.
Folsom covers numerous unusual military
actions and conveys truthfully the pace,
stress, excitement, mistakes, and confusion
of modern ground warfare. The Highway
War is destined to be a Marine Corps
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classic.
Field Artillery Manual Cannon Gunnery Naval
Institute Press
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ‧ A
clear-eyed account of learning how to lead in a
chaotic world, by General Jim Mattis—the former
Secretary of Defense and one of the most
formidable strategic thinkers of our time—and
Bing West, a former assistant secretary of defense
and combat Marine. “A four-star general’s five-
star memoir.”—The Wall Street Journal Call
Sign Chaos is the account of Jim Mattis’s storied
career, from wide-ranging leadership roles in three
wars to ultimately commanding a quarter of a
million troops across the Middle East. Along the
way, Mattis recounts his foundational experiences
as a leader, extracting the lessons he has learned
about the nature of warfighting and peacemaking,
the importance of allies, and the strategic
dilemmas—and short-sighted thinking—now
facing our nation. He makes it clear why America
must return to a strategic footing so as not to
continue winning battles but fighting inconclusive
wars. Mattis divides his book into three parts:
Direct Leadership, Executive Leadership, and
Strategic Leadership. In the first part, Mattis
recalls his early experiences leading Marines into
battle, when he knew his troops as well as his own
brothers. In the second part, he explores what it
means to command thousands of troops and how
to adapt your leadership style to ensure your intent
is understood by your most junior troops so that

they can own their mission. In the third part, Mattis
describes the challenges and techniques of
leadership at the strategic level, where military
leaders reconcile war’s grim realities with political
leaders’ human aspirations, where complexity
reigns and the consequences of imprudence are
severe, even catastrophic. Call Sign Chaos is a
memoir of a life of warfighting and lifelong
learning, following along as Mattis rises from
Marine recruit to four-star general. It is a journey
about learning to lead and a story about how he,
through constant study and action, developed a
unique leadership philosophy, one relevant to us
all.
The Autobiography of the Most Lethal Sniper in
U.S. Military History Penguin
Finally in paperback: the New York Times
bestseller by the acclaimed, bestselling author of
Start With Why and Together is Better. Now with
an expanded chapter and appendix on leading
millennials, based on Simon Sinek's viral video
"Millenials in the workplace" (150+ million views).
Imagine a world where almost everyone wakes up
inspired to go to work, feels trusted and valued
during the day, then returns home feeling fulfilled.
This is not a crazy, idealized notion. Today, in
many successful organizations, great leaders create
environments in which people naturally work
together to do remarkable things. In his work with
organizations around the world, Simon Sinek
noticed that some teams trust each other so deeply
that they would literally put their lives on the line
for each other. Other teams, no matter what

incentives are offered, are doomed to infighting,
fragmentation and failure. Why? The answer
became clear during a conversation with a Marine
Corps general. "Officers eat last," he said. Sinek
watched as the most junior Marines ate first while
the most senior Marines took their place at the back
of the line. What's symbolic in the chow hall is
deadly serious on the battlefield: Great leaders
sacrifice their own comfort--even their own
survival--for the good of those in their care. Too
many workplaces are driven by cynicism, paranoia,
and self-interest. But the best ones foster trust and
cooperation because their leaders build what Sinek
calls a "Circle of Safety" that separates the security
inside the team from the challenges outside. Sinek
illustrates his ideas with fascinating true stories that
range from the military to big business, from
government to investment banking.
The Marine Corps Gazette DIANE
Publishing
Corporate America is experiencing an ever-
increasing shortage of qualified leaders.
Thousands of older executives and other
senior leaders are now retiring, creating
unprecedented promotion opportunities.
Competition for vacant leadership roles will
be fierce, but if you desire to serve in a
leadership role (or a more senior leadership
role), there's a high probability that the
opportunity will be yours for the taking!
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Lessons from a Former Delta Force
Commander Independently Published
Using their native language, the Navajo
Marines played an invaluable part in World
War II as they sent messages, did
maneuvers, and completed tasks with words
that couldn't be deciphered by the enemy.
Reprint.
Making the Corps Penguin
Who is God, really? Is He an authoritarian
father, giving us a ton of rules and then
looking down on us waiting to strike us
dead if we don't obey them? Is He a loving
father who looks the other way when we
sin? Or is He something else altogether?
Many times Christians and non-Christians
alike are tempted to base their ideas about
God on what they see in their own earthly
father. In this devotional guide from
Devotions for Disciples, Matthew J.
Cochran takes a look at the attributes of
God the Father, the first person of the
Trinitarian God.
Sustaining the Transformation - McTp 6-10a
(Formerly McRp 6-11d) Lulu.com
This publication is about winning in combat.
Winning requires many things: excellence in
techniques, an appreciation of the enemy,

exemplary leadership, battlefield judgment, and
focused combat power. Yet these factors by
themselves do not ensure success in battle.
Many armies, both winners and losers, have
possessed many or all of these attributes. When
we examine closely the differences between
victor and vanquished, we draw one
conclusion. Success went to the armies whose
leaders, senior and junior, could best focus their
efforts-their skills and their resources-toward a
decisive end. Their success arose not merely
from excellence in techniques, procedures, and
material but from their leaders' abilities to
uniquely and effectively combine them.
Winning in combat depends upon tactical
leaders who can think creatively and act
decisively.
American Sniper Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
The story of the United States military is
the story of the country itself. Both have
grown and changed over time. Learn about
the unique histories, traditions, weapons,
leaders, stats, and fun facts of the Army,
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, Air
Force, and Space Force, and their roles
within the military in this fun and
fascinating guide! From the few hundred
soldiers in its ranks when it was first

established, to the over one million service
members today, the U.S. military has grown
in power and size over its 250-year history.
Its organization and branches have changed
to adapt to new technologies and national
needs. The Handy Armed Forces Answer
Book: Your Guide to the Whats and Whys
of the U.S. Military looks at each branch of
the U.S. military. It answers some of the
most intriguing questions, including ... How
is the U.S. military organized? How do the
branches work together? Do only Marine
officers carry swords? Who said "Retreat?
Hell! We just got here!" Who were the
Buffalo Soldiers? What made the Browning
automatic rifle special? How did Audie
Murphy win the Medal of Honor? What
happened in "the last great tank battle of
the 20th century"? What was the "Brown
Water Navy"? What are the Blue Angels?
What attack submarines does the Navy
deploy? What was Operation Vengeance?
What is the most challenging USAF plane
to fly? What is "the BUFF"? How does
somebody become an Air Force officer?
What is the difference between a UAV and
a drone? How was the Coast Guard
involved in World War I? What is the motto
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of the Coast Guard? What is the origin of
the "racing stripe"? What was "Star Wars"?
Who were the first American special forces?
Who defends the United States against
cyberattacks and other digital threats? The
Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast
Guard, and Space Force are uniquely
American, each in their own way. Learn
what makes each branch special in The
Handy Armed Forces Answer Book! With
more than 140 photos and graphics, this
fascinating tome is richly illustrated. Its
helpful bibliography and extensive index
add to its usefulness.
Devotions for Disciples - Our Father Fidelis
Press
Training Circular (TC) 3-09.81, "Field
Artillery Manual Cannon Gunnery," sets
forth the doctrine pertaining to the
employment of artillery fires. It explains all
aspects of the manual cannon gunnery
problem and presents a practical
application of the science of ballistics. It
includes step-by-step instructions for
manually solving the gunnery problem
which can be applied within the framework
of decisive action or unified land
operations. It is applicable to any Army

personnel at the battalion or battery
responsible to delivered field artillery fires.
The principal audience for ATP 3-09.42 is
all members of the Profession of Arms. This
includes field artillery Soldiers and
combined arms chain of command field and
company grade officers, middle-grade and
senior noncommissioned officers (NCO),
and battalion and squadron command
groups and staffs. This manual also provides
guidance for division and corps leaders and
staffs in training for and employment of the
BCT in decisive action. This publication
may also be used by other Army
organizations to assist in their planning for
support of battalions. This manual builds on
the collective knowledge and experience
gained through recent operations,
numerous exercises, and the deliberate
process of informed reasoning. It is rooted
in time-tested principles and fundamentals,
while accommodating new technologies and
diverse threats to national security.
The Influence of Sea Power Upon History,
1660-1783 Matthew J. Cochran
One of NPR's Best Books of 2019 “Lyrical . .
. A thoughtful perspective on America’s role
overseas.” —Washington Post From a

decorated Marine war veteran and National
Book Award finalist, an astonishing reckoning
with the nature of combat and the human cost
of the wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, and Syria.
“War hath determined us.” —John Milton,
Paradise Lost Toward the beginning of Places
and Names, Elliot Ackerman sits in a refugee
camp in southern Turkey, across the table from
a man named Abu Hassar, who fought for al-
Qaeda in Iraq and whose connections to the
Islamic State are murky. At first, Ackerman
pretends to have been a journalist during the
Iraq War, but after establishing a rapport with
Abu Hassar, he takes a risk by revealing to him
that in fact he was a Marine special operation
officer. Ackerman then draws the shape of the
Euphrates River on a large piece of paper, and
his one-time adversary quickly joins him in the
game of filling in the map with the names and
dates of places where they saw fighting during
the war. They had shadowed each other for
some time, it turned out, a realization that
brought them to a strange kind of intimacy.
The rest of Elliot Ackerman's extraordinary
memoir is in a way an answer to the question of
why he came to that refugee camp, and what
he hoped to find there. By moving back and
forth between his recent experiences on the
ground as a journalist in Syria and its environs
and his deeper past in Iraq and Afghanistan, he
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creates a work of remarkable atmospheric
pressurization. Ackerman shares vivid and
powerful stories of his own experiences in
combat, culminating in the events of the
Second Battle of Fallujah, the most intense
urban combat for the Marines since Hue in
Vietnam, where Ackerman's actions leading a
rifle platoon saw him awarded the Silver Star.
He weaves these stories into the latticework of a
masterful larger reckoning with contemporary
geopolitics through his vantage as a journalist
in Istanbul and with the human extremes of
both bravery and horror. At once an intensely
personal story about the terrible lure of combat
and a brilliant meditation on the larger
meaning of the past two decades of strife for
America, the region, and the world, Places and
Names bids fair to take its place among our
greatest books about modern war.
Small Wars Manual HarperCollins
Leading Marines (McWp 6-10) (Formerly McWp
6-11)Lulu.com
A User's Guide for Discussion Leaders
Cosimo, Inc.
An inside look at the Marine Corps follows one
year in the lives of a single platoon of raw
Marine recruits, from their arrival on Parris
Island to their first full year as members of the
Corps.
11 Key Principles from Battlefield to

Boardroom Penguin
A US marine and Special Ops Commander
recounts his combat experiences through Iraq
and beyond in this “powerful and beautifully
written memoir” (The Washington Times).
These are the combat experiences of the first
Marine to command a special operations task
force. Andrew Milburn takes readers on his
journey from Second Lieutenant to Colonel
and Task Force Commander; from leading
Marines through the streets of Mogadishu,
Baghdad, Fallujah and Mosul to directing
multi-national special operations forces in the
fight against ISIS. Through it all, he shares the
hard-won lessons he learned, and shows how
he put them to use in a complex fight against a
formidable foe. Very few personal accounts of
war cover such a wide breadth of experience.
Milburn tells his extraordinary story with
humility and candor, describing his personal
struggles with the isolation of command, post-
combat trauma and family tragedy. And with
the skill and insight of a natural storyteller, he
makes the reader experience what it’s like to
lead those who fight America’s wars.
“Simply the finest war memoir to emerge
from the last two decades of constant
fighting.” —New York Times bestselling
author Bing West
The U.S. Army/Marine Corps

Counterinsurgency Field Manual
CreateSpace
Draws on interviews with combat Marines
from numerous wars to offer insight into
their motivations and capacity for military
battles, in a tribute to U.S. Marine Corps
veterans who went on to become influential
civil servants in the public sector. Reprint.
40,000 first printing.
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